GERMANY:
The Germans have launched a powerful counterattack against American First Army troops on the Belgian and Northern Luxembourg frontiers. The Nazis began their attacks about 36 hours ago and they claim to have driven into both Belgium and Luxembourg at several points although Allied headquarters has not confirmed the advance into Belgium and Luxembourg. It is known that the Germans are attacking in strength and that they have made advances yesterday and during the night. To the south of Duren the Germans have made local counterattacks but were beaten back each time.

Troops of the American Third Army are steadily enlarging their bridgeheads at Dillingen and Saarlautern against stiff German opposition. The 90th Division captured a dozen German strongpoints in yesterday's fighting. American Seventh Army forces in Germany are battling their way forward as the Germans fall back to the main defenses of the Siegfried Line. Seventh Army troops in Germany are now fighting on a 24 mile front. In southern Alsace, American and French troops of the American Seventh and French First Armies have further compressed the German pocket in the Colmar area.

American fighters and fighter bombers were out over Germany over the American First Army front in very great strength today bombing and strafing German strong points and traffic. The Luftwaffe sent some fighters up and in several sharp aerial battles, 13 German fighters were shot down. Yesterday, American heavy bombers attacked targets in the Stuttgart area of Germany and at the same time RAF heavies bombèd communications around Seligen.

RUSSIA:
Russian and Yugoslav troops are driving for the southern border of Austria from south of Lake Balaton in Hungary. The Russians have taken more places in Northeast Hungary near the southern border of Slovakia.

Marshall Tito's Yugoslav partisans have taken the towns of Ljubovija and Uzice in southern Bledar

ITALY:
New Zealand troops of the Eighth Army have captured the city of Faenza after a 10 day battle. Polish and British forces cut the supply route to Faenza yesterday and the New Zealand troops moved in and took the strongpoint on the road to Bologna. Eighth Army troops are driving north of the city.

GREECE:
There was sporadic street fighting in Athens yesterday. British and Guerilla forces have exchanged truck trials and it is hoped that peace will be declared soon.

PACIFIC:
American troops that landed on the Philippine island of Mindoro have quickly moved inland and at one place they have driven 9 miles from the beaches. The town of San Jose has been captured.
GILBERT

WE'LL CROSS HERE, MEN, WHERE IT ISN'T VERY DEEP!